the

Weekend
card

The Sleeper Section
Marten Julian
Ifubelieveindreams (2yr Bay Filly)
This daughter of Iffraaj missed the break and was a little keen towards the rear of the
field on her racecourse debut at Lingfield. She then came back on the bridle and was
travelling well on the final turn only to run into trouble and find herself tightened up on
the rails. But for that she would have made the first three. From her pedigree and the
evidence from this run she will be well suited to a mile.
No immediate entries

Just Minded (5yr Bay Gelding) 3rd 7/1, 3rd 11/10
Just Minded probably didn’t handle the heavy ground when third to De Dollar Man last
time out at Ayr. The son of Kayf Tara won his bumper on good ground and then ran a
promising third at Wetherby on ground given as good to soft. All that apart, Just Minded
probably came up against a decent horse in the winner and I want us to stay with him
for one more run hopefully on better ground. He may be one to keep in mind for the
spring, perhaps at Aintree.
No immediate entries

Molly Carew (5yr Bay Mare) WON 33/1
Judging by the market weakness there did not seem to be much confidence behind Molly
Carew when she won at Lingfield but it was evident from an early stage that she was
travelling comfortably and going just as well as the long odds-on favourite between the
last two. Having seen the way she quickened from the home bend before fading the time
before at Plumpton I was very hopeful that she would find enough on the run-in to beat
the favourite.
She has entries in the next few days at Sandown on Friday (2.40) and Lingfield on
Monday (3.25). Of the two the latter looks the less competitive but the mare owes us
nothing so let’s stay with her for a while longer.
Entered Sandown on Friday (2.40) and Lingfield on Monday (3.25)

Pick Of Any (4yr Bay Gelding)
Tony Carroll’s horses traditionally strike form at this time of year and there were clear
indications last time at Kempton that the turn is near for Pick Of Any.
He would probably have gone close to landing his first race on that occasion had he not
been drawn wide in 13 of 14. That was from a mark of 51, having been rated on 69 last
June when trained in Ireland. Pick Of Any has shaped well on a number of occasions,
catching the eye with late work, and from the way he races a step up from seven
furlongs to a mile may not go amiss. A further drop, from 51 to 50, leaves him nicely
qualified for 0-50 races.
No immediate entries
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Pop Rockstar (5yr Brown Gelding) 2nd 13/2
Pop Rockstar ran a creditable race on very testing ground on his handicap debut at
Leicester on Wednesday, looking the winner until possibly finding the trip beyond him. I
suggest we give him another chance, perhaps over a distance shorter than this extended
2m 4f. He has dropped 1lb, from 114 to 113.
No immediate entries

Presenting Junior (10yr Bay Gelding)
Presenting Junior is rapidly becoming one of the best handicapped chasers in the north
of England. Currently rated on 115 from a career-high of 139 last January, everything is
being aimed at races at Ayr on better ground in the spring. The 10-year-old was pulled
up earlier this week at Catterick but that run can be ignored as the ground was too
soft for him. He had run better on good ground in October, from marks of 127 and 124,
having won nine chases in his career from marks ranging from 74 to 124.
We may have to wait for another race or two before he is ready, but it should prove
worthwhile when the time comes.
No immediate entries

Selections
Molly Carew (2.40 Sandown Friday, 3.25 Lingfield Monday)

The Premier List Update
Marten Julian
Here are the dozen Premier List horses in my Dark Horses Jumps Guide. Runners since
the last Weekend Card or forthcoming entries are featured below.
Beat That, Buveur D’Air, Cloudy Dream, Connetable, Flying Angel, Hester Flemen,
Jenkins, Kayf Blanco, Otago Trail, Three Musketeers, Two Taffs, Un Noble
Buveur D’Air impressed with the manner of his victory at Sandown while I was away.
In receipt of 4lb from a horse rated 10lb inferior he should have won easily, but this
performance confirmed that he has lost none of his speed or alacrity since a short stint
chasing. I am not sure that he should be favourite for the Champion Hurdle, but he is
certainly a strong contender.
Connetable is between a rock and a hard place. Unconvincing over hurdles, he will
struggle to win from his current mark of 142 over hurdles. He may need to drop back to
two miles, but it won’t be easy for him. He is entered at Ascot on Saturday (3.00).
Flying Angel returned to winning form in good style on the heavy ground at Warwick.
Next stop will be Cheltenham, with the JLT over two and a half miles looking more likely
than the Arkle, where he would have Altior to contend with.
Hester Flemen was pulled up last time at Carlisle. She has dropped 4lb, from 128 to
124, but this was disappointing. She may do better in the spring.
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Kayf Blanco is proving increasingly frustrating. In the Betfair Hurdle he travelled well
into the race but then found less than expected, finishing a creditable fifth of 16. Some
bookmakers were offering five places, so that may have helped, and I see he has dropped
1lb from 136 to 135 in this week’s ratings. I still believe there will be big day for this
horse, probably in a top handicap. Let’s stay with him, with another crack at the County
Hurdle possibly the next target.
Three Musketeers was raised just 2lb, from 150 to 152, for beating Kilcrea Vale at
Market Rasen last time out. Giving 7lb to a horse rated 142, that seems about right, but
this race will have done the winner’s confidence plenty of good and he appeals as the
sort of horse that can win a good race. I see he has a long-term entry for the BetBright
Handicap Chase at Kempton on 25 February. Stepping up to three miles, that race could
be ideal.
Two Taffs ran respectably well behind Flying Angel in the Kingmaker Novices’ Chase at
Warwick. He will be winning again back in handicap company.
Un Noble ran better for a while at Ayr on Monday before dropping out of contention in
the last mile. Nicky Richards was hoping that a back problem had been resolved but on
this evidence there is more work still to do.
Selections
Connetable (3.00 Ascot Saturday)

The Postscript Update
Marten Julian
There are no horses from the Postscript service with forthcoming entries.

The Ante-Post Agenda
Marten Julian
The Grand National weights were revealed in London last night and I have two early
recommendations in the ante-post market.
The first is One For Arthur, who can be backed at 20/1 for the first five places if you
hunt around.
Lucinda Russell’s eight-year-old has winning form over a marathon trip – last time at
Warwick over 3m 5f – he has a handy weight on 10st 6lb and has winning form on good
ground and soft. He has never fallen and has made the first three in 14 of his 18 starts.
He is also improving, rising from 132 last March to 148. He also has experience of the
Aintree fences, having run a very good fifth in the Becher Chase in December.
The other horse I recommend, at 50/1 each-way first five places, is Highland Lodge.
I have kept close tabs on this 11-year-old, who is trained just down the road from me at
Cartmel by Jimmy Moffatt. Like One For Arthur he ran in this season’s Becher Chase,
having won the race 12 months earlier. He should stay the trip and the trainer tells
me he will be ridden prominently, so should avoid any trouble behind. He is handily
weighted with 10st 6lb and has never fallen. Jimmy has intentionally kept him fresh for
the race, as that is how he runs best.
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One For Arthur 20/1, Highland Lodge 50/1 both ew (first five) for the
Grand National
Churchill advised at 8/1 for the 2017 2,000 Guineas
Spatial advised at 20/1 for the 2017 1,000 Guineas

Under The Radar
Marten Julian
Conquer Gold ran another good race at Catterick while I was away, running second to
Actinpieces. She kept on very well there and is sure to win a similar race before long. I
like her as a long-term prospect.
Un Noble was expected to run better earlier in the week at Ayr but after looking on good
terms with himself he folded tamely from the final turn. Nicky Richards told me that the
horse had been suffering with a back problem, which they thought had been resolved.
Perhaps Un Noble is one of those horses that is going to miss a season. Let’s monitor
him closely, perhaps in the spring on better ground.
Progress Drive is entered for a Grade 2 novices’ hurdle over an extended 2m 5f at
Haydock on Saturday (3.50). The six-year-old has 7lb to find with the best of these on
official figures but he is improving. He is, though, exceptionally lazy so those who like to
bet ‘in running’ may be tempted to get involved when the horse comes under pressure.
Reivers Lad was disappointing when a heavily-backed fourth of six at Ayr last month.
The heavy ground may not have suited him and a better show is expected at Kelso on
Thursday (1.25).
There are no forthcoming entries for Eric The Third, Upsilon Bleu or Indus Valley.
Selections
Reivers Lad (1.25 Kelso Thursday), Progress Drive (3.50 Haydock Saturday)
Previously Noted Horses
Conquer Gold, Eric The Third, Indus Valley, Progress Drive, Un Noble, Reivers Lad,
That’s Life, Upsilon Bleu

The Clock Watcher
Marten Julian
Knockgraffon should have run better last time at Warwick. He was never jumping in that
heavy ground so perhaps that was a valid excuse. Let’s stay with him for another race or
two, possibly back in handicap company on better going.
Previously Noted Horses
Knockgraffon
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The Weekend Action
Marten Julian
I took a great liking to Dadsintrouble both in the paddock and the race itself when I saw
him winning at Haydock last month. Tim Vaughan’s seven-year-old had tipped up when
travelling well on his previous start at Cheltenham and he won here by six lengths with
plenty in hand.
The handicapper has raised him 12lb, from 117 to 129, but to my eyes he had that in
hand and I expect him to go very close in his chosen engagement this weekend (2.40
Haydock or 3.55 Wincanton Saturday). The latter is the less competitive but the longer
trip at Haydock will suit him better. He is bred to stay very well and could develop into a
Welsh National type when he is switched to fences.
Caius Marcius should appreciate the decent ground if he takes up his entry at Market
Rasen on Sunday (3.00). The son of King’s Theatre unseated his rider when apparently
travelling well last time at Musselburgh having run well on his previous start at Kelso.
I have to give one last chance to Lost Legend if he runs at Carlisle on Monday (3.00). The
10-year-old is an old rogue, but he has never been as lowly rated over fences (116) and
this stiff track, where the horses come back to you in the straight, may suit him.
Selections
Dadsintrouble (2.40 Haydock or 3.55 Wincanton Saturday), Caius Marcius (3.00
Market Rasen Sunday), Lost Legend (3.00 Carlisle Monday)

The Weekend Selections Retrospective
Marten Julian
Dashing Poet has an entry for a 6f 46-65 three-year-old handicap at Kempton on
Saturday evening (8.45). The trip may be a little beyond her best but David Parkes is
good value for the 5lb allowance and I expect her to go well.
Every Chance ran when I was away last week. I see there was strong support for
him but he was slowly away and didn’t get the best of runs in the straight. He has an
entry for a 1m 3f 71-85 handicap at Kempton on Saturday evening (7.15). He is bred to
appreciate the step up from nine furlongs to 1m 3f and I expect him to go very close.
Dreaming Time was a little disappointing on her racecourse debut at Wolverhampton
last month. She was well supported in the market but after having every chance in the
straight dropped away to finish last of five. She may run better at Lingfield on Saturday
(1.10).
Angelito continues to disappoint but doubtless his turn will come. He continues to slip
down the handicap. Gonalston Cloud has been raised 2lb, from 133 to 135, for running
another sound race when second at Musselburgh.
Selections
Every Chance (7.15 Kempton Saturday), Dashing Poet (8.45 Kempton Saturday),
Dreaming Time (1.10 Lingfield Saturday)
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Irish Eyes
William Reilly
Willie Mullins may have been relieved to see Douvan confirm his wellbeing with an easy
win in Punchestown’s Tied Cottage Chase on February 5th, but he’s had further setbacks
since then with Min and Getabird joining Faugheen and Annie Power on the Cheltenham
absentees list. That said, he is still responsible for ten favourites in the Festival ante-post
markets.
Mick Jazz, who has been on my list of horses to follow for a while, landed a Listed race at
Punchestown on the same day. He’ll now head for the County Hurdle at Cheltenham but
will race in America once September comes, as per the wishes of his American part-owner.
Mega Fortune, a horse I’ve been trumpeting for the JCB Triumph Hurdle at Cheltenham,
won a Grade 1 hurdle at Leopardstown on February 12th, a race that has proven a
springboard for recent Triumph winners Tiger Roll and Our Conor. He was available at
25/1 for the Triumph Hurdle right up until Sunday’s race but is now no bigger than 8/1.
Bonny Kate ran well again at Punchestown, but, as in the Thyestes Chase, had to settle
for third place. As mentioned before, her target is the Irish Grand National. She jumps well
and is a thorough stayer.
I was at Fairyhouse on February 4th and was taken by the size and physique of Shattered
Love ahead of her slightly fortuitous win (Asthuria fell at the last when challenging) in the
Grade 3 Mares’ Novice Hurdle and she has every chance of developing into a fine chaser.
Like Fayonagh, an impressive winner of the fillies’ Listed bumper on the card, she is
trained by Gordon Elliott.
The recent eye-catcher at Dundalk (February 3rd) was Black Label and he looks poised to
run well wherever he goes next, whether at Dundalk or over hurdles. The Dundalk winner
that night was Duchessofflorence, who continues to thrive and may yet have one more run
before being covered.
Veinard ran well for a long way in a good renewal of the Betfair Hurdle at Newbury on
February 11th and can win from his current rating in Ireland.
This weekend’s Irish racing centres on Red Mills day at Gowran Park and at Navan, where
there are three graded races on the card. Sutton Place has been entered for the Grade 3
hurdle (3.05 Gowran Park) but it is doubtful that he’ll take on Jezki, in which case he may
run at Navan on Sunday (2.40). He is a horse on an upward curve.
Hurricane Fly’s half-sister Blixt may run in the Gowran Park bumper (4.50), while
Rightdownthemiddle (3.10 Navan), who is on my ‘previously mentioned’ list, could
also run and Identity Thief could get a chance to restore his reputation in the Grade 3
Flyingbolt Novice Chase (3.40 Navan) on what is a good weekend of racing in Ireland.
The Gordon Elliott–trained Glenloe was a recent eye-catcher on his handicap debut and is
added to the ‘ones to watch out for’ list (as below).
As I was writing this, the Aintree Grand National weights were being announced. I’m excited
by the prospect of seeing Empire Of Dirt over the famous fences. What price Gigginstown
House Stud winning the race for second year in a row, for Don Poli has to be high on the
list of potential winners, too?
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Selections
Sutton Place (2.40 Navan Sunday), Rightdownthemiddle (3.10 Navan Sunday),
Identity Thief (3.40 Navan Sunday)
Previously Noted Horses
Diamond King (novice chaser; jumps well; will possibly come into his own over 2m6f
or more; probably a spring horse; the British handicapper hasn’t taken any chances on
him by giving him a rating of 150), Mick Jazz, Veinard and Rightdownthemiddle (both
caught the eye on January 29th at Leopardstown and each looks well up to
landing a handicap), Black Label (as above; caught the eye at Dundalk on Feb
rd
3 ), Glenloe (caught the eye at Punchestown on February 5th on his handicap debut.
He’s a lovely horse and has a future)
Campeador, who was previously on the list, will not run again this season. He’s okay
but his Fairyhouse fall knocked the stuffing out of him. He went up six pounds for that
run, which is on the generous side so he remains well-handicapped.
Strong Cheltenham Fancies
Petit Mouchoir (Champion Hurdle, 9/2), Mega Fortune (Triumph Hurdle, advised at
25/1), A Genie In Abottle (National Hunt Chase, 10/1), Let’s Dance (Mares’ Hurdle,
Thursday, 5/1)

Jodie’s Jottings
Jodie Standing
There are plenty of races this weekend that will shed more light on where certain horses
are going to run at the Cheltenham Festival.
One horse I am looking forward to seeing run is Colin’s Sister (2.40 Sandown Friday).
Fergal O’Brien’s mare has been on my radar for some time but has failed to take up her
recent engagements, but hopefully she will turn up here. If her connection’s aspirations
for the Mares’ Hurdle at Cheltenham are to be realised, then she has to go close, even
under her 5lb penalty.
It’s a competitive event as you would imagine for a Grade 2, but she is progressing in the
right direction and displayed a turn of foot unmatched by her rivals at Haydock last time
out. That blend of speed and stamina should stand her in good stead for the stiff finish
at Sandown where ideally the ground would ride on the soft side of good.
Central Park has some real honest staying youngsters around at the moment, including
last edition’s selection Oldgrangewood and seven-times winner Tobefair. This looks
another one of his stock who will keep galloping to the line.
Also, pencilled in for the race is Lastbutnotleast. Keep an eye on her with a view to be
future. She really impressed me in the paddock at Carlisle last week and galloped on
gamely to the line, repelling the challenge of the favourite.
Another name which may be familiar to you is Coastal Tiep (2.30 Fakenham Friday or
3.50 Haydock Saturday).
Paul Nicholls’ five-year-old quickly became one of my favourite novices of the season
when he won in comfortable fashion at Kempton in November. It was only a three-runner
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event but having raced very green throughout the race he’d got the hang of things by the
finish.
I was disappointed next time out when he was stepped up in company, but he has been
given plenty of time since and hopefully he can bounce back to form.
He is entered at Fakenham over 2m4f or a Grade 2 Albert Bartlett trial at Haydock over
2m6f. Personally, I would like to see him stick to the shorter trip for the time being.
Pertemps qualifiers are not everyone’s cup of tea because the first six home instantly
qualify for the final at the Festival. This can mean not all the runners are there to exert
themselves to win, but rather to be placed.
However, I am going to take a chance on Tim Vaughan’s Dadsintrouble (2.40 Haydock
Saturday).
I was very impressed with how well the gelding travelled into the race when scoring over
course and distance last time out. Despite making a complete hash at the third from
home he was quick to regather his stride and continue motoring. Pricking his ears on
the approach to the last it was clear there was plenty left in the tank.
He’s been raised 12lb but his trainer has targeted this race saying he would like the
horse to win and be put up 7lb so he can squeeze into the bottom of the weights for the
main event.
Whatever happens he is there to run on his merits and he cannot be ignored.
Two other horses I will be watching closely this weekend are Our Kaempfer in the
Reynoldstown Chase and Topofthegame in the novices’ hurdle, both at Ascot on
Saturday.
This week the Grand National weights were revealed and I am pleased to see One For
Arthur will carry the feather weight of 10st 6lb.
As you may know from reading my section, he is a horse I have great admiration for and
I believe he is a perfect type for the race. He stays, he jumps and he has a tremendous
attitude. There is 20/1 available in places and I would urge you to take it.
The Grand National is a race I have enjoyed over the years. Black Apalachi came close
for me in 2010, and more recently Ballabriggs and the ill-fated Many Clouds were my top
ante-post picks.
I have great hope that One For Arthur will give us a good run for our money.
Selections
Colin’s Sister (2.40 Sandown Friday), Dadsintrouble (2.40 Haydock Saturday),
Coastal Tiep (2.30 Fakenham Friday or 3.50 Haydock Saturday)

The Weekend News
Ian Carnaby
We have reached the stage where some of the ante-post markets on the Cheltenham
Festival are dominated by a single horse.
Douvan and Altior are the two most obvious examples but Thistlecrack is very short
in the Gold Cup, Unowhatimeanharry looks down from a great height in the Stayers’
Hurdle lists and anyone wanting to back On the Fringe in the Foxhunter may need to
open an account with Boylesports to make sure of the 7/4. My advice in all cases would
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be to wait until the day in question; not all of these horses will win and experience tells
us that they may not all turn up, either.
Native River did enough at Newbury on Saturday to suggest he will give a good account
of himself in the Gold Cup but a three-runner race run in a time 25 seconds slower
than standard is hardly the most reliable guide. Although connections say Native River
has ‘gears’, I think his best chance at the highest level would depend on plenty of ‘give’
underfoot. There will come a point in the big race where speed is important and, in that
respect, Thistlecrack will surely have the edge. Whether he is as rock-solid a jumper as
his stable-companion is another matter.
Colin Tizzard may saddle another two or three as well, of course, though my gut feeling
is that Cue Card would be happier in the Ryanair. You never know what discussions
take place behind the scenes, of course, and owners are sorely tempted by the greater
glory. We shall learn a little more on Saturday, when Cue Card is due to contest the
Grade 1 Betfair Ascot Chase over 2m 5f (3.35). This looks just about perfect for him and
he will be a very short price, though he needs to show that there is still speed in the
locker over the shorter trip. Frankly, he should not be troubled by these but Kylemore
Lough may run a good Grand National trial.
In this column we try for some value so I shall just say in a line that Yanworth has
similar prospects in the Grade 2 Betway Kingwell Hurdle at Wincanton (2.45) and will
need to win well to hold his place in the Champion Hurdle market. Wincanton is actually
a rather easy two miles for him but no doubt he will be ridden close to the pace and kick
on some way out.
We may be offered better odds about Evan Williams’ Evening Hush in the Betfred TV
Victor Ludorum Juvenile Hurdle at Haydock (1.30). True, Defi Du Seuil laughed at her
(despite jumping poorly in the straight) at Chepstow but that horse went on to cruise
home at Cheltenham and heads some lists on the Triumph Hurdle. There was no
mistaking Williams’ disappointment because he knows Evening Hush is very good and I
believe her 7lb fillies’ allowance will be a telling factor this time.
On a more openly optimistic note, but at a rather bigger price, we might have a little
each-way on Glaring in the Telegraph Hill Novices’ Hurdle (Sandown, 3.45 Friday).
My friend George Materna has spent a lot of money on bloodstock over the years and
Glaring was probably considered a Goodwood Cup type when Amanda Perrett purchased
him from France, where he was a genuine Group 2 performer.
He was disappointing last summer and when he failed to show at Salisbury I thought
that was the end of the story. But Amanda is an underrated trainer, gave him plenty
of time and he thoroughly enjoyed himself on his hurdling debut at Huntingdon,
running loose for Jamie Moore and coming in at 33/1. He might well have followed up
at Kempton but for a real horlicks; he will have been schooled again since then. I don’t
like backing penalised horses in novice hurdles (though not as much as I dislike backing
them in bumpers) but Glaring has a touch of class, may be passed over with some top
stables represented, and I think he will go well.
On an interesting card, the same may be said of Richard Phillips’ Master Vintage in
the opening Cobham Conditional Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle (1.40). I was able to pass
on Master Vintage to callers on the line when Richard gave him more than an eachway ‘squeak’ at Sandown on his penultimate outing. He was sloppy at the last and
finished third, then went wrong with various niggles, bad back, etc and almost certainly
surprised connections when dominating a humdrum bunch at Leicester the other day,
going in at 16/1. The boy gets on well with him, course and distance are right and, if
there is no ‘bounce’ factor, he has each-way prospects again.
The Grand National Weights ‘reveal’ at the Victoria & Albert Museum did not go well.
We all have to pull together so all I shall say is that you can’t invite that many people
to a special occasion and expect them to stand up for the full two hours without losing
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concentration. There was still no excuse for the level of noise - Ed Chamberlin must
have asked for quiet at least eight times - which effectively neutralised what A P McCoy,
Katie Walsh and senior handicapper Phil Smith had to say. As for the soprano Laura
Wright, who was excellent, all I can say is that I haven’t seen a diva look quite so put out
since Shirley Bassey’s microphone cable became trapped under my chair at a Gilbey’s
sales conference about 40 years ago.
Anyway, I shall not be deserting my old friend Saint Are and my other early thoughts
involve One For Arthur, though I dare say he will want softer ground.
I had a chat with Jonjo O’Neill about Cobolobo, who ran a fair second at Plumpton
earlier this week. Track too sharp, trip a wee bit short for him but one to look out for
in a handicap hurdle next time, possibly over 2m5f or 2m 6f. Jonjo thinks he is only
ordinary but can win again soon; he needs a senior jockey on top.
The main fancy this week is Evening Hush; the emphasis is on each-way where Glaring
and Master Vintage are concerned.
Selections
Master Vintage (1.40 Sandown Friday), Glaring (3.45 Sandown Friday), Evening
Hush (1.30 Haydock Saturday)
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